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1. Introduction. In the following we are concerned with stochastic proc-

esses depending on a continuous time parameter t, that is to say, with some

entity (chance variable) whose state is specified by a point X(t) varying in

some space E according to some probability law. The process is called a

Markoff process^) if the probability distribution of X(t) is completely deter-

mined for all t>r by the knowledge of the state X(t), and in particular is

independent of the development of the process for £<t(2). Analytically a

Markoff process is completely determined by its transition probabilities

P(t, x; t, A), giving the conditional probability of X(t)'s being contained,

at the moment t, in the set AcE under the hypothesis that at a fixed moment

t <t the state X(t) coincided with the point x of E.

In strict terms, we shall suppose that there is specified, in the space E,

a Borel field 58 of sets (on which probabilities are defined) such that E eSS and

also any set consisting of a single point belongs to SB. It is then required that

P(t, x;t,A) is, for fixed t, t >r and x e E, a non-negative and completely addi-

tive function of sets on 33, with

(1) P(r, x; t, E) m 1.

Moreover, we shall always assume that for fixed r, t, A the function P(t, x;t, A)

is measurable with respect to 33, that is to say, that for any a > 0 the set where

P(t, x; t, A) <a belongs to 33. Finally we shall, for the sake of simplicity, re-

strict ourselves to P(r, x;t, A) depending, for fixed other arguments, continu-

ously on both t and t(z). This implies in particular that as either t—*t-\-0 or

t->f-0
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(') This name was chosen in accordance with the now common terminology in the case of

processes with an integral-valued parameter t. Kolmogoroff [6] calls such processes stochasti-

cally definite, and this terminology I had also adopted previously. Markoff processes are, some-

times, also described as being "without after effect," or as being submitted to an "influence

globale" (Pölya).
(2) This is, of course, not meant to be a strict definition; as a matter of fact, we shall be

concerned only with the function P(r, x; t, A), which will be defined purely analytically.

(3) It may be pointed out that this does not imply the continuity of the movement of X(t).

We shall, on the contrary, be concerned only with states X(t) changing abruptly by jumps.

The continuity of P(t, x; t, A) means that the probability of a jump during a small time-inter-

val is small.
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l\   if ieA,
(2) P(t, x; t, A) —* 8(x, A) = <

1.0 otherwise.

Subdividing now the interval (t, t) by a point s and considering all possible

states X(s), we readily get the identity

(3) P( A) »* I P(t,    5, dEy)P{s, y, f, A)

known as the equation of Chapman and Kolmogoroff(4). PFe 5ÄaZ/ to/fee i/zese

relations as the analytic definition of a Markoff process and consider any

P(t, x;t,A) of the described sort as defining the transition probabilities of such a

process(&).

In the special case of the space E containing at most an enumerable num-

ber of points, we shall denote these points by xk and write

(4) P(r, Xil t, xk) = Pik(r, t).

By (1) we have zZkPikir, t) = 1, while (2) and (3) are respectively equivalent to

(1   if   i = k
(5) Pikir, t) -* <*» - i     ,t   . it - t -> + 0),

(.0       if        »7^ «

and

(6) Pik(r, t) = ZZ Pü(t> s)Pik(s, t) (r <s < t).
i

Now a purely discontinuous process may be described by the following

property: if, at the moment t, the actual state is given by the point x, then

there is a probability l—p(t, x)At+o(At) that no change of state will occur

during (t, t -{-At > t); and if a change occurs, the probability of X(t -\-At) 's being

contained in the set A is given, except for terms of o(l), by a probability dis-

tribution H{t, x, A)(6). In strict terms we shall say that the Markoff process

C) Cf. Kolmogoroff [6] where the foundations of the general theory of Markoff processes

have been laid.

(s) This is the natural point of view for the purposes of the present paper. From an axiomat-

ical point of view, however, any stochastic process corresponds to a measure in the space of real

functions defined on E. Even in the case of Markoff processes there are problems (especially

the problem of ruin, playing an important röle in the theory of risk) which require a deeper

penetration in the theory of the functional space. For the treatment of stochastic processes in

terms of measure, the reader is referred to J. C. Doob's fundamental paper [lj.

(6) Essentially this definition was given by Feller [3]; cf. also Dubrovski [2]. This kind

of processes was mentioned also by Kolmogoroff [6].

Examples of such processes are furnished by the theory of radioactive processes and the

theory of automatic telephone offices; by the transport of stones by rivers (treated by quite

different methods of P61ya [8]); by the mathematical theory of struggle for life (Feller [4]),

etc. Perhaps the most important application is furnished by the theory of risk.

There is no general definition for "purely continuous" processes in abstract E. In the Euclid-

ean space such processes were defined by Kolmogoroff [6] and somewhat more generally by
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defined by P(r, x; t, A) is purely discontinuous if for small t—r>0

(7) P(t, x\ t, A) = {1 - p{t, x)it - r)}bix, A)

+ pit, x){t - r)IK>, x, A) + o{t - t),

where b{x, A) was defined by (2) and the exact assumptions as to pit, x) and

Hit, x, A) will be specified in §2, (i)-(ii); in general, oit—r) will depend on x

and A.

The main problem with which we are confronted is to determine whether

or not to any two functions pit, x) and H{t, x, A), subjected only to the condi-

tions §2, (i)-(ii), there corresponds a Markoff process, whose transition prob-

abilities P(t, x; t, A) satisfy (7); and if so, whether this process is uniquely

determined.

It will be shown (§2) that there is a subclass 33i, of sets A e 33 such that for

all A e 33i, all t, and almost all t the partial derivatives c»P(r, x; t, A)/dt and

<9P(t, x; t, A)/6V exist; for all those A, all t and almost all t, the integro-differ-
ential equations

dt
(8)

= - f Pit, y)P(r, x; t, dEv)
J a

and

(9)

dP(r, x; t, A)

+ I* pit, y)Uit, y, A)P(r, *; t, dEy)
J e

6>P(t, x; t, A)
= pir, s) |p(t, *; t,K)-j Pir, y; t, A)II(t, x, <*£„) j

hold, implying the existence of the integrals for all A e33i, and almost all t. The

class 33i contains, among others, sequences of sets A„ t E.

Thus the problem is reduced to the integration of (8)-(9). It will be shown

(§§3-5) that there is a function P{t, x; t, A) which satisfies (8)-(9)/or all A e33i

and almost all t and t; this Pir, x; t, A) is uniquely determined by each of the

equations (8)-(9)(7) and has all properties described above, except perhaps (1);

one has always

(10) 0 = P(t, *; /, A) = 1,

but there are cases with

Feller [3]. This type is illustrated by the diffusion processes: there is a probability equal to 1

that some change of X(t) will occur during any time-interval, but the chance is near to 1 that

the variation will be, in a specified sense, small for small intervals. This type is described by

partial differential equations of parabolic type. There is also a "mixed type" leading to the

equation (IS) and its adjoint.

(') It should be understood that, in general, a solution of (8) is not uniquely determined by

the initial values (2), not even in the case of enumerable spaces. The uniqueness mentioned is

a consequence of the additional hypothesis that 0 5?(r, x; t, A) g 1.
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(11) P(t, x;t,E)< 1.

This exceptional case arises only if p(t, x) is unbounded (cf. Theorem 6), but

can occur also in the case of enumerable spaces E.

The existence of positive bounded solutions that conform with all other

requirements of the theory, including (3), but still fail to be distribution func-

tions, is most striking, and an analysis of this phenomenon was the primary

object, and constitutes the most delicate part, of the present investigation.

In the case of temporally homogeneous processes, that is, in the case of p(t, x)

and H(t, x, A) not depending on t, we give in §6 a necessary and sufficient con-

dition that the solution P(t, x; t, A) be a proper probability distribution, that is

to say, that (1) holds. This condition is rather complicated, but can be inter-

preted in terms of the ergodic properties of the system; and it shows in par-

ticular that the exceptional case (11) can arise only in highly dissipative

systems. The simplest example for the phenomenon will be given in §7.

In the case of an enumerable space E we write corresponding to (4)

(12) p(t, *<) = pi(t),    n(/, xh xk) = nik(t).

Equations (8) and (9) are then equivalent with

dPikir, t) _^
(13) - = - pk{t)Pik(r, t) + E Pi{t)V.At)Pii{r, t)

dt j

and

dPik(r, t) I ^
(14) -= Pi(r) \ Pik(r, t) - £ Uu{r)Pjk{r, t)

ot \ j

In this case the condition (7) is obviously only a regularity restriction, and

there exists only the type of purely discontinuous processes. It follows from

the results of the present paper that (7) implies the existence of dPik(r, t)/dt for

almost all t, and hence also the convergence of the sum in (13) for almost all t.

However, this sum may diverge for special values of t. It is easy to impose on

pi(t) and IItt(/) further restrictions ensuring the convergence of the sum in (13)

for all r (cf. §2, (23)).

Equations (13)—(14) were derived by Kolmogoroff [6] under some slight

additional hypothesis on the passage to the limit in (7). The case of finitely

many xt- was dealt with by several different methods: a full account of them

is to be found in Frechet's treatise [5]. In the case of infinitely many x,-, the

first attempt was made by Kolmogoroff, who found a sufficient condition for

the existence of a solution of (13) with the initial condition (5)(8). From the

results of the present paper it readily follows, however, that Kolmogoroff's

solution is not necessarily a probability distribution, since it is possible that

(8) Kolmogoroff [6], §10. The usual notation is: -pi(t) =A,•<(/), pi(t)Uik(.t)=Aik(t). With,

this notation Kolmogoroff's condition requires that, putting Si°' = l and B?+" =2ZiB?\Ajt\ ,

all Bf exist and that^n^i" *"/"! converges for some x>0 and all k.
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23*-P.*<l. On the other hand, Kolmogoroff's assumptions are rather restric-

tive.

The case of E's being the real axis or any Borel set on it was dealt with

by Feller [3]. Equations (8)-(9) were, however, derived from (7) under addi-

tional hypothesis, and integrated only in the case of a bounded p(t, x) (in

which case (11) cannot occur). It may be pointed out that this covers also

the special case of enumerable E in the case of bounded coefficient in (13)-

(14)(9). As Dubrowski [2 ] has shown, Feller's results and proofs can be trans-

ferred almost literally to the case of an arbitrary abstract space £(10).

The present method of dealing with equations (8)-(9) is more general than

that used loc. cit. [2, 3], but affords at the same time a considerable simplifi-

cation. The same simplification can be made in the treatment of the more

general integro-differential equation of parabolic type:

dP(r, x; t, A) r32P(r, *; t, A) dP(r, x; t, A)
-:-1- <T> x)-—-1" Kt, x)-

,   „ or dxl dx

(15)

= p(r, x)IP(r, *; t, A) - j P(r, y; t, A)U(r, x, dEy)^ ,

where E is the real axis, a(r, x) >0. This equation and its adjoint describe the

mixed type of a Markoff process(n).

2. Preliminaries. The following assumptions on p(t, x) and Tl(t, x, A) will

be made throughout the paper:

(i) p(t, x) is finite and non-negative for all points x of E and all / of some

finite or infinite interval Fo <t < T\. For x fixed, p(t, x) is a continuous func-

tion of /, and for t fixed it is measurable with respect to S3.

(ii) H(t, x, A) is defined for To<t< 7\, for all x e E and all sets A e 93. For

fixed x, A it is a continuous function of t; for fixed t, A it is measurable with

respect to 93, and for fixed t, x it is a non-negative completely additive f unc-

(9) It suffices namely to interpret the points Xk as integers. It was with a view of this case

that p{t, x) was, in [3], supposed only to be measurable with respect to*. The point was not,

however, mentioned explicitly and seems to have been generally overlooked.

(10) Added in proof: In a recent paper [9] (which became accessible to the author only

after the present paper was submitted for publication), W. Doeblin investigated essentially the

same class of stochastic processes with which we are concerned here. It may be remarked that

Doeblin's methods as well as his results are different from ours. He proceeds by a direct and

careful analysis of the stochastic movement itself, and arrives at a characterization of the proc-

ess by means of two functions U(t, t, x) and V(t, x; t, A) which may, roughly, be described,

respectively, as the probability that the moving point X{i) will remain in its initial position x

during (r, /), and the compound probability that it will undergo a change such that the first

jump takes it into the set A. These functions must satisfy the functional equations U(t, t, x)

-£7(r, s, x),U(s, t, x) and V(t, x; t, A) = V(t,x; s, A) + U(t, s, x)V{s, x; t, A) for t<s</. It is

shown that except for these equations and some trivial additional restrictions the functions U

and V can be prescribed arbitrarily. The occurrence of the exceptional case (11) is ruled out by

a uniformity condition.

(u) For the definition see §2 and for the integration of (15), §5 of Feller [3].
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tion of sets A £ 93 with

(16) U(t, x, E) = 1.

Finally, for the set A = x we suppose that

(17) n(/, x, x) = 0.

Throughout this paper the parameters t and r are restricted so that

Fo < t < t < Fi

where (To, Fi) is the interval specified above, x, y, z will denote points of E.

Any function of points will be supposed, or is easily seen to be, measurable

with respect to 93. A set A £ 93 will be called bounded if p(t, x) is uniformly

bounded for all t and x e A. In particular, we shall write

(18) Au = E{p(t, x) < a],
X

where a>0. By (i) obviously Aa e 93 and Aa| E as a | 00 ■ Any finite set is

bounded, and in the case of an enumerable E it is more convenient to consider

finite sets instead of bounded. A similar remark applies if E is equipped with

a metric.

By (i) and (ii) integrals of the type J(t, x, A) = fi4>(t, y)H(t, x, dEv) have

a meaning; if, in particular, A is a bounded set, /(/, x,A) is for fixed x a

continuous function of t, and for fixed t a function of x which is measurable

with respect to 93. Now any set A e 93 is the limit of an increasing sequence

of bounded sets, and hence any function of the type J(t, x, A) is the limit of a

monotqnic sequence of functions which are, for fixed other arguments, con-

tinuous with respect to t and measurable with respect to 93. This remark ap-

plies to all integrals which will be used in the sequel, and enables us in par-

ticular to use repeated integrals. We shall also frequently have to interchange

the order of integration. To legitimate this procedure once for all the follow-

ing may be remarked.

Only two different types of inversions will be used. Sometimes both in-

tegrations will be with respect to time-parameters: in such cases the elemen-

tary theory of repeated integrals will suffice to justify the change in the order

of integration. In all other cases the inversion will be based on the following

Lemma(12). Let Em and Em be two spaces, and let 93(i) be a Borel field of sub-

sets of Eli\i = l, 2. Denote by xU) a point varying in Eli), and byA(i) a set belong-

ing to 93(i). Let f(xw) and g(x{2)) be two non-negative and bounded functions,

measurable with respect to 93(1) and to 93(2), respectively. Let F(A(1)) be a com-

pletely additive function of sets A0) e 93(l), with 0:2 F(A(1)) = 1. Finally, let

G(x™, A<2>) be defined for all xm e E<-» and A(2) £ 93(2) so that it is, for fixed x^,

(12) Added in proof: A similar theorem for the case of the real axis was announced by R. H.

Cameron and W. T. Martin, but is not yet published; see the abstract presented to the American

Mathematical Society, 46-3-162.
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a completely additive function of sets A(2), and for fixed A(2) measurable with re-

spect to 93(1), and so that for all values of the arguments Q^G(xm, A(2)) — 1. Then

for any two fixed sets Tm e 93C1> and T<2) e 93(2)

I    fix   )F(dExm) I     g(x )C7(x   , dExv>)
J r<"                       J r»

(19)
r / <2k r j* (''x^/ o) .„(2).„.^„(1).

=        g(x   )       /(*   )G(*   , dExv)F(dExm).
J r<2> J r<»

Before proving this theorem let us remark that it is much simpler than

Fubini's theorem, but is not contained in it. In our applications either both

spaces E(i) will coincide with E, or else Em will be the real time-axis and £(2)

the space E. It is clear that

g(x   )G(x   , dEj»)

is, as a function of xw, measurable with respect to 93u), since it is the limit of

measurable functions. Similarly

C        rl    O).-.   (1)      . (2). „..„(1).
/(*   )G(x   , A )F(dExm)

is a completely additive function of sets A(2) e 23(2). Thus both sides in (19)

have a meaning.

The lemma is easily proved by a decomposition TC2) =22nr„2) where Tj,2'

is the set of all points x(2) where (» — l)e^g(x(2)) <ne. Since g(x(2)) is bounded,

only finitely many r„2> are not empty. Hence

f    i(xm)f   f(xW)G(xW, dE$)F(dE$)

ü.   x-« Cr,    t1),«,    O)     _,(2). „. .„(1).

sf /(/W^U^r^+f i(*(V(A*i$))

/(*'>(«*£$) f   g(xm)G(xW, dE% + e f f{xW)F{dE$),

and the last integral is bounded. This proves (19) with the sign = instead of

the equality. In the same way, however, we get also the opposite limitation,

and this accomplishes the proof.

A word has still to be said about the derivation of the equations (8) and

(9) and the relations between them, though this is by no means necessary for
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the understanding of the following existence theorems. Accordingly, the

reader can pass over directly to §3.

Equation (8) is more natural than (9) since, roughly speaking, (9) de-

scribes the process in its dependence on the initial values. (8) leads also to a

representation of P(r, x; t, A) which is in most cases more useful than the

representation deduced from (9). The later equation is, nevertheless, simpler

than (8) since the integrals in (9) converge for all sets A e 58 and a derivative

dP/dr exists for all r whereas the integrals in (8) will, in general, converge

only for bounded sets and almost all t, so that also dP/dt exists only for

bounded sets and almost all t.

In previous papers(13) the equations (8) and (9) were derived under the

assumption that the passage to the limit in (7) takes place uniformly with

respect to x. For a general theory, however, such an assumption is not only

an unnecessary restriction, but is also dangerous since it can be shown by ex-

amples that it is not realized for the actual solutions(14).

To deduce (9) we observe that by (3) we have for At>0

P(t - At, x; t, A) = I P(t - At, x; t, dEv)P(t, y; t, A)
j e

or, splitting the space of integration into x and E—x,

-\P(t - At, x; t, A) - P(r, x; t, A)}
At

P(t — At, x; t, x) — 1
(20) = P(t, x;t,A) -

— At

P(t, y; t, A)P(t - At, x; t, iE*),
iatJe-x

Now by (7) and (17)

-rfAt J e-

1   , ,
-\P(t - At, x; t, x) - 1} -> p(r, x),

At

and using (16) and (17) it is seen that also

1
— P(t — At, x; t, E — x) —> P(t, x).
At

Hence, for fixed t, x, the ratio P(r — At, x; t, A)/At is uniformly bounded for

all sets A not containing x, and by (7) this quantity tends to p(r, x)II(t, x, A).

(13) Feller [3], Dubrovski [2].

(14) It may be remarked that the occurrence of solutions satisfying (11) has nothing what-

soever to do with the nonuniformity of the passage to the limit in (7) (or with the circumstance

that the derivatives of P(r, x\ t, A) are not bounded).
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The right-hand member of (20) is thus seen to tend to the limit given by (9),

and it follows from (20) that a left-hand derivative dP(r, x; t, A)/dr exists for

all r, x, t, A and that with this derivative (9) holds. The actual (and unique)

solution of (9) will show that this left-hand derivative actually is the deriva-

tive in the usual sense.

It seems impossible to give a strict proof also for (8) in an equally simple

way. One can easily render (8) plausible by writing, according to (3),

{P(r, x; t + At, A) - P(r, *; t, A)}
At

(21)

= f P(r, x; t, dEy){P(t, y; t + At, A) - S(y, A)}/At,
J e

and going formally to the limit applying (7). In a strict sense, however, one

gets by this procedure only a partial result. Denote namely by 93' the class

of sets such that A £ 93' if, and only if, A is bounded and there is a constant

a>0 such that

1 - Pit, x; t + At, x) Pit, x; t + At, E — x)
(22)-< a, - < a

At At

for all t, all x e A, and all At>Q. Denoting then by Dt the upper right-hand

derivative with respect to /, it follows easily from (21) and (22) that for all

sets A e 93'

DtP(r, x; t, A) = - f.p(t, y)P(r, x; t, dEy)
J a

+ I p(t, y)U(t, y, A)P(r, x; t, dEv).
J b

Now here the first integral converges, since A is a bounded set. Thus for fixed

A e93' and for fixed x, DtP(r, x; t, A) is uniformly bounded from below; and

DtP(t, x; t, A) = <*> for all values of t for which the second integral diverges.

Since 0 ^P(t, x; t, A) = 1 it follows that, for A e 93', the second integral must

converge for almost all /, that it is to say, that a finite right-hand derivative

dP(r, x; t, A)/dt exists for all t, A e93', and almost all r, and furthermore that

with this derivative

dP(r, x; t, A)

dt
= - f pit, y)P{r, x; t, dEy) + [ p(t, y)H(t, y A)P(r, x; t, dEv).

J a Je

Actually the sign of equality in (8) holds not only for all A e 93' but even for

all bounded sets and almost all t. For the sake of simplicity we prefer, how-

ever, to prove this assertion in an indirect way:
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We shall namely prove that there is (under the assumptions (i)—(ii) on

pit, x) and IL(t, x, A)) one and only one function P(r, x; t, A) satisfying (9)

with the initial condition (2) and which is, for fixed r, x, t a completely additive

function of sets A e 93 with 0 ^ P(t, x ; t, A) = 1. For bounded sets A this function

will be shown to be an absolutely continuous function of t, satisfying (8) for al-

most all t.

Moreover, it will be shown that with this solution (3) also holds. This gives

a uniqueness theorem for our general problem, but an existence theorem will

be given essentially only for uniformly bounded p(t, x) (cf. Theorem 6), since

sometimes instead of (1) only (11) holds.

This result shows in particular that we may use, instead of the class 93'

considered above, the class 93i of all bounded sets. This by itself does not

imply that (22) holds for any bounded set and some suitable a. It may, how-

ever, be remarked that this is actually the case, as is readily seen from the

representation of the solution given below.

It may still be pointed out that it can be shown by examples that not even

for bounded sets A does the derivative <?P(t, x; t, A)/dt need to exist for all t.

It is, however, easy to make additional assumptions on pit, x) which assure

the existence of 5P(r, x; t, A)/dt for all bounded sets and all /. Such a hypothe-

sis is, for instance, that

p(h, x)
(23) < M

1 + P(t2, x)

uniformly for all values x, h, t2. This hypothesis is in particular fulfilled in the

case of temporally homogeneous processes.

3. Solution of (8). We shall define a new completely additive function of

sets A e 93 by

(24) n*(r, x; t, A) - J* exp j- J p(s, y)<fsjn(r, x, dEy).

Obviously 0 =II*(t, x; /, A) = 1; furthermore for any bounded set A

ön*(r, x; /, A)

dt
(25)

- J P(h J) exp j- J p(s, y)<fsjn(T, x, dEy)

- f pit, y)n*(r, x; t, dEy).

Theorem l.Pwf(16)

(26)        P°>(r, x; t, A) = 5(x, A) exp j- J* pis, x)ds^ ,

(16) S(x, A) was defined by (2).
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and for n _ 1

(27) P<»>(r, *; t, A) = f  da f p(a, y)U*{c, y; t, A)P^(r, x; a, dEy).
J r Je

Let

(28) P(t, x; t,A) = zZ E(n)(r, *i *, A);

(i) the function P(t, x; t, A) is for fixed t, t, x e E a completely additive function

of sets A e 93 with 0 = P(t, x; t, A) ̂ 1; (ii) P(r, x;t, A) is for fixed r, x, A an ab-

solutely continuous function of t; for any bounded A and almost all t the derivative

dP/dt is finite and satisfies (8) with the initial condition (2).

Remark. It will be seen that for any bounded A and almost all /

3P<0)(t, x; t, A)

dt
= - p{t, x)P^(t, x; t, A),

(29)
dP^Hr, x; t, A) r
-4-— = ~     P(*> y)P{n\r> *\ t< dEv)

dt J a

+ f p(t, y)U(t, y, A)P(»-»(7, x; t, dEv);
J e

the integrals on the right side converging for almost all /. These equations are

in close analogy with (8), and afford the interpretation of P("'(t, x; t, A) as

the compound probability that during (r, t) the state X will change by exactly

n jumps and that X(t) £ A, if it is known that X(r) =x.

In the special case of an enumerable E it is, of course, sufficient to deter-

mine the quantities P'air, t). For these, (29) reduces to the ordinary differ-

ential equations

dP?k\r, t)

dt

(0)
pk(t)Pik (r, t),

(30) 6P("V t)
—= - Pk(t)Pl:\r, t) + Z PM^(t)PTi "(r, t),

dt j

and (26)-(27) to

PlT(r,t) = Z J  exp j- j pk{s)ds^pj{a)Ujk{a)P%1\T,o-)d<r.

If the pj(cr) are not subjected to a further restriction analogous to (23), the

derivative 3P^{t, t)/dt will exist only for almost all /.
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Proof. Suppose, by induction, that P(n)(r, x; t, A) exists for some fixed

n — 0, and all values of the arguments, and that it is a completely additive

function of sets A e 93 with 0 = Pcn)(t, x; t, A) ^ 1; furthermore that

(31) £(n)(r, x, t) = f  da f p(a, y)P("'(r, x; a, dEv)
J r Je

is finite. This is certainly true for n = 0 and

(32) P(0)(r, *; /, E) + £»><>, x, t) = 1.

It follows then from (27) that also P<»+» (t, x ; <, A) exists and 0 ^ p(»+»(7-, x ; t, A)

_jL<n)(r, x, 2)- For any bounded set A, therefore, we get from (25) and (27)

j p{t, y)JK-wi(r, x; f,

/• 1      r dU*(a, y; t, A)
= -      da \  p{c, y)-{-P("»(r, x; <r, dEv);

J t      Je ot

the left-hand member is obviously a continuous function of t, and we get

J d<nfp(0-l,y)P<-n+1)(T,x;o-l,dEy)

/"     r'1    C         an*(o-, y; o-i, A)
«M      At     #(<t, y)-P<">(r, x; cr, </£,);

T       J r      Je d<Ti

inverting the order of integration and observing that II*(cr, y; cr, A) =

H(ff, y, A), we get

J <fcri J p(«u y)PC+1»(r, x; in,

= f der f p(a, y)H(a, y, A)P<">(r, x; <r,
•7 t Je

- f  da f p{c, y)n*(<r, y; t, A)P»>(r, x; cr, d£„),
J t Je

or by (27) finally

P<"+1>(r, x; <,A)+ f <*<r J />("> y)P(n+1)(t- *? o". rf-Ev)

(33) T (

= f <7<7 I y)n(<r, y, A)P<">(r, *; <r,
J t       «7 .e

This is, essentially, the relation (29) of the remark following Theorem 1.

Equation (33) holds for any bounded set A. We apply (33) in particular to
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A=A„ (see (18)) and let a\ ». Since II (cr, y, A„) = 1 the right-hand member

is bounded by Lw(t, x, t) (cf. (31)). Hence we get

(34) P<"+1>(r, *; t, E) + I**+«(r, *, t) = Z-(n)(r, *, t).

It is thus seen that both P(n+1)(r, x; t, A) and Z(n+1)(r, x, f) exist. Moreover,

since P<"+1)(r, x; /, A) ^0, we have Z>+1>(r, *, <) =Z(b)(t, x, /). Thus, for all

w = 0,

(35) 1 = £»>(t,     <) = L(1)(r, x, 0 = ' • • = i(B)(r, x, t)-^L{r, x, f).

By (34) and (35) also Pc"+,)(t, x; <, A) ^ 1, and thus the assumptions of the

inductive argument hold for all n.

It may be remarked that it can be shown by examples that the integrand

of (31), JeP(o~, y)P(n)(r, x; a, dEy), sometimes diverges for some values of a.

The proof shows, however, that it converges for almost all cr, and it is readily

seen that it converges for all cr if (23) holds.

Now we get from (34) and (32)

(36) IZ P<»>(r, x;t,E) = 1 - £W(r, x, t),
n—0

and thus 0 ^P(r, x; /, A) = 1.

Hence we readily deduce from (33) for any bounded set A e 93

(37)

Fir, x; t, A) + J  der j p{<r, y)P(r, x; a, dEy

= f  do- f p(a, y)U(cr, y, A)P(r, x; er, </£„);
•7 r «7 JJ

this proves (8) for almost all /. If (23) holds, (37) can obviously be differ-

entiated for all t and (8) holds for any bounded set and all t.

From (35) and (37) we get also the following

Corollary. The necessary and sufficient condition that P(r, x; t, E) = 1 for

all t is that

(38) L(t, x, t) = lim Z,W>(t, x, t) = 0

for all t.

Incidentally, it is quite obvious that (7) holds at least for all bounded

sets A, since by (26) and (27)

lim — {8(x, A) - P(0,(r, x; r + h, A)} = p(r, x)5(x, A),
»—+o h

lim — P(1)(r, x; r + Ä, A) = p(r, x)n(r, x, A)
»-»+o h
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and by (10) and (16)

1
lim sup — Z PW(r, x;t+ h, E)

«->+o    h „=2

^ lim — {1 - P«»(t, x; t + h, E) — P«'(r, x; r + h, E)}
A-*+o h

= 0.

That (7) holds for any A e 93 will be proved in §5.

4. Solution of (9). We now prove the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Put

(39) QW't, x; t, A) = 8(x, A) exp j - j  p(s, x)dfi ,

and for n = 1

0<">(t, x; t,A)= j p{c, x)

(40)

exp j- j p(s, x)ds^d<r J Q<"~*>(«r, y; /, A)n(cr, x, d\E„).

Then(u),for any fixed r, x, i,

DO

(41) P(r, x;t,A) = zZ 0(n)(r, *; /, A)
n=0

is a completely additive function of sets A £ 23 and 0 = P(r, x; t, A) :£ 1. Further-

more P(r, x; f, A) is a solution of (9)       2&e initial values given by (2).

Remark. Obviously the (?<n)(T> x; f, A) are solutions of the equations

c7Q(0,(t, x; /, A)

(42)

ÖV

aOW(r, x; A)

ÖV

= P(t, *)e<»(t, *; A),

=        *)|Q(m)(r, A)

- jQ^Kr, y; t, A)n(r, *, dE,)\,

which can be treated as ordinary differential equations.

Proof. Put

S<->(t, x;t, A) = E(7(«(r, x; /, A).

(") It will be seen (Theorem 4) that the functions defined by (41) and (28) are actually

identical.
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Then 0 = S<0) (r, x; /, A) = 1. Let us suppose that 0 ^ 5™ ^     = • • • ^

SI. Then by (39) and (40)

5("'(t, x; /, A) = exp j - J" p(s, x)ds j js(x, A) + J p(a, x)

(43) exp j j p(s, x)ds\(fo J S(n~v(o; y; t, A)n(<r, x, dP„) j

= exp I —      />(s, x)dsj>11

+ J~ ^(<r, as) exp I J p(s, x)dsj>d<rj> = 1.

On the other hand obviously S(n)(r, x; t, A)=5("_1)(t, x; /, A). Hence

SW(t, *; t, A) T P(r, *; 2, A) = 1. That P(r, *; 2, A) is a solution of (9) fol-
lows immediately from (42), and also the initial condition (2) is obviously

satisfied.

Theorem 3 (Uniqueness theorem(17)). Consider some fixed t and a function

P*(t, x; t, A) which (i) for fixed t, x, t is a completely additive function of sets

A e 23 with 0 =P*(t, x;t, A) 3§1; (ii) for fixed x, t, A is aw absolutely continuous

function of t satisfying for almost all r /Ae equation (9) wi/A /Äe initial value (2)

as t—>i —0. r&ew P*(r, *; /, A) =P(t, x; t, A), wAere P(t, x; /, A) is the function

defined by Theorem 2.

Proof, (i) We first show that

(44) P*(r, x; t, A) = P(t, x; 2, A);

this remains true also if the assumption P*(r, x; /, A) 5= 1 be replaced by the

weaker one that P*(t, x; t, A) is uniformly bounded. In fact, treating (9) as

an ordinary differential equation, we get by (2)

(45)

P*(r, x; t, A) = exp |- J  p(s, x)ds| |o(x, A) + J p(ff, x)

exp |— J p(s, x)ds^d<r J P*(<r, y; /, A)n(fj, x, tiE») | .

Since the last term is non-negative, we see by comparison of (45) with (39)

that P*(t, x;t,A) — Qm(r, x; t, A) =5<0)(r, x;t, A). Comparing, then, (45) with

(43) it is readily seen that P*(t, x; /, A) =5("'(t, x; f, A) for any n, which

proves (44).

(ii) Put

C) Cf. footnote 7.
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(46) D(t, %\ t, A) = P*(r, x; t, A) - P(r, x; t, A).

By (44), D(t, x; t, A) is a completely additive function of sets, and

0^D(t, x; t, A) = l. Now, assuming that D(t, x; t, E) takes on the value

a>0 somewhere, denote by t0 the least upper bound of all r for which

D(t, x;t, E)—a, so that

(47) D(t, x\ t, E) < D(t0, x\ t, E) = a for t0 < t < t.

Now (l/a)D(r, x; t, A) is a solution of (9), which vanishes as t—>< —0. Hence

1 r*
— D(t, x;t, E) = I   p(a, x)
a J r

(48)

exp |— J   />(s, aOdsj-do-J* — Z7(o-, y; /, A)n(o-, x, a\E,,).

Combining (47) and (48), we get

1 = ■—Z7(r0, x; t, E) ^ J  p(o, x) exp | — J  p(s, x)ds^dc

= 1 — exp -j — J  p(s, x)ds^ < 1.

Thus the assumption D(t, x;t, E) =a>0 leads to a contradiction. Hence, by

(44) and (46), D(t, x; t, A) =0 for all sets A, and this accomplishes the proof.

5. Properties of the solutions. We now prove

Theorem 4. (i) With the functions defined by Theorems 1 and 2 one has

(49) P<">(r, x; t, A) = (7(">(t, x; t, A)

identically; thus equations (28) and (41) define the same function P(r, x; t, A),

(ii) This function satisfies the fundamental assumption (7).

Proof, (i) Put P(n+1)(r, x; t, A)=^4P(n)(r, x; t, A), where A is a linear

operator on (t, A); and similarly (?(n+1,(r, x; i, A) = BQ(-n){r, x; t, A) where the

operator 73 works on (r, x). Using the lemma of §2, we readily see that the

operators A and B are permutable.

Now obviously P<0)(t, x; t, A) = Qm(r, x; t, A) and P(1)(r, x; t, A)

= (2(1)('<-, x; f, A). Assuming, then, (49) to be true for some « = 1, we get
p(n+D =AP^n) =AQW = ABQ(n-» = BAP^-» = BPM =BQW = <2(n+1).

(ii) To prove the second part we use the representation (39)-(41). Then

5(x, A) - QW(r, x; t, A)
-► p(t, x)b{x, A),

I — t

obviously, as t—>r — 0. Moreover
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E QM(r, x; t,E)£l- q(w(t, *; t, E)

and thus

1
(50) lim sup-E Q(n)(r, x\t,E) ^ p(t, x).

r—t       t  —  t n=1

From (40) we get however

1     " 1
lim inf-E QM(r, *\ t. A) ^ lim inf-Q^\t, x; t, A)

(51) r-»f      t — t „_l r->(      < — T

= p(t, x)U(tux, A).

Applying now (51) both for A and E—A, we get by (50)

1 2
lim-E CCn)(r, *; *, A) - p(t, x)H(ß, x, A)
T->t t — T „_i

which proves the theorem.

Theorem 5. For r<\<t one has identically

(52) 0<-»(r, *; /, A) = E f ö(4)(r, s; X, dE,)Q<~-»(\, y; t, A)
i-0 «* E

where Q(n){T, x; t, A) was defined by (39)-(40).

The solution P{t, x; t, A) of Theorems 1 and 2 satisfies the equation (3) of

Chapman-Kolmogoroffi1*).

Proof. The second part of the theorem is an immediate consequence of the

first part.

Equation (52) is trivial for « = 0. Assuming it to be true for some n = 0,

we get by (39)-(40)

n+l p

E     Qwir, x; X, rf£v)G}<»+i-«(X, T, t, A)
fc_0 J E

= exp j- J p{s, x)ds^Q<»+»{\, x\ t, A)

n+l   /» X / n a \

+ E I   ZX«7'     exP \ — I   /Xs, x)ds>tf(T

• f n(<r, x, iE«) f Q<*-»(«r, 2; X, d£,)e<-+i-«(X, y; t\ A)
J £2 J E„

(1S) It should be observed that Theorem 5 is valid even in cases where P(t, x; t, A) is not a

proper probability distribution, i.e., where P{t, x; t, E) <1.
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= exp j- j p(s, x)<frje<n+1>(\, x; t, A)

+ j p((r, x) exp j- J* p(s, x)ds^d<r J* U{<r, x, dEz)Q^(cr, z; t, A)

= exp j- J p{s, *)ds|e<»+»(X, *; t, A) + g«*+»(r, at; f, A) '

— J* p(a, x) exp |— J*  p(s, x)ds^d<r J ll(<r, x, dEt)Q™'<r, z; t, A)

= Q<»+»(r, *; f, A).

Theorem 6. If there is some a>l and a function ir(t) e L" such that uni-

formly

p{t, x) < Ti-0),

then the solution P(r, x; t, A) of Theorems 1 and 2 is a probability distribution,

i.e. (1) holds.

Proof. With the notation of the proof of Theorem 1 we have by (35) and

(31) for any n

L(t, x, t) £ j der J p(<r, y)P(n)(r, x; a, dEy) = j *-(*-)P<">(t, x; <r, £)tfV

[T((r)]-rf«r|    jj    P<">(r, x; o-, J

and since 0 = P(n)(r, x; o-, £) = 1 it follows that

(53) J P(n>(r, x; ö*, E)da = *(r, $£(r, *, *)»'<—»,

where fr(r, /) >0 is independent of n. But the left-hand member in (53) is the

general term of a convergent series, and therefore L(r, x, t) =0. This proves

the proposition in view of the corollary to Theorem 1.

6. The temporally homogeneous process. So far it has been shown that

there is always a function P(t, x; /, A) satisfying all requirements of the

theory except, perhaps, (1). That (1) does not necessarily hold will be shown

by means of a simple example in §7. This is a surprising result and requires a

better understanding of the mechanism of the process. We shall confine our-

selves to the temporally homogeneous processes; but, at least as far as suffi-

ciency is concerned, the condition of the following theorem can easily be

extended to some more general cases.

We begin with some preliminary remarks and notations. In the case of
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pit, x) and H(t, x, A) not depending on t the solution P(t, x;t,A) of Theorems

1 and 2 obviously depends only on t— r and we write

P(t, x; t, A) = P(t - t, x, A).

Similarly we write

(54) p(t, x) = p(x),      n(i, x, A) = U(x, A).

H(x, A) defines in the usual way an ordinary Markoff chain, that is to say,

a sequence of probability distributions defined by

II<0>(x, A) = 8(x, A),

(55)
n<"'(x, A) = J Hl*-»(y, A)n(x, t£Ev), (« ^ 1).

Obviously this chain is closely related to our stochastic process, and in par-

ticular the ergodic properties of the original process will be regulated by the

ergodic properties of the chain (55). Roughly speaking, II(n)(x, A) gives the

conditional probability distribution of the state X(t) under the assumption

that X(0)=x and that a change of state occurred during (0, t) exactly n

times—the time of occurrence of these jumps being left out of account.

If A and ß are any two sets of 93, we put

Ila\x, A) = 8{x, Afi),

(56)
Un\x, A) = r na" "(*, dEv)U(y, A), (n = 1).

In terms of the Markoff chain (55) II a (x, A) is the probability that the mov-

ing point, starting from x e ß would remain in fl for the n — l first steps and

would be taken into some point of A by the wth step. Obviously II 0 (x, A) = 0

for all sets A if x is not contained in fl. For fixed x and ß the sequence

II a(x, ß) is never increasing: II Q (x, ß) I a. If a>0, there is a positive prob-

ability of never leaving the set ß, if we have started from the point x e ß. For

further application we note that for x e ß we have

(57) £ n^*. E-Q) + Ua\x, Ü) = 1.

Finally we introduce the notation

(58) 0+ = Exta \p(x) > 0},

that is to say, ß+ consists of those points x e ß for which p(x)^0.

Theorem 7. Suppose that p{t, x) and H{t, x, A) are of the form (54).
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(i) In order that the solution P(r, x; t, A) of Theorems 1 and 2 satisfy (1) it

is necessary and sufficient that whenever for some point x and some set ß e 93

with   = fl+ the inequality

(59) Tla\x, 0) > a > 0

holds for all n, then the series

P(y)
(60) i: f -L-Hla\x,dE,)

n_0«7[) i>(V)

diverges^).

(ii) In this statement the series (60) can be replaced by

(6i) £ f —n<»>(*. <*£,).
»=o-7n p(y)

Corollary. In order that P(t, x, E) = l it is necessary that for any point

x e E+ the series

2 f  -^n<*>(*, <*£,,)

diverges. (This condition is, however, not sufficient, as will be shown by an ex-

ample in §7.)

Proof. Condition (ii) is stronger than (i). We have, therefore, to prove that

the divergence of (61) is a sufficient, the divergence of (60) a necessary, condi-

tion.

(i) Sufficiency. This part of the proof will rest mainly on the representa-

tion of P(t, x, A) given by Theorem 2.

In the case of a temporally homogeneous process the function L(n)(r, x, t)

defined by (31) depends only on x and t — r, and we write

Z<">(r, x, t) = £<«>(< - t, x),

so that for t>0

(62) £<»>(*, x) = f der f p(y)PM(<r, x, dEv).
J o      *7 b

Now, using the notation (54), we get from (42)

(63) P<°>(*, x, A) + p(x) f P«»(cr, x, A)dcr = 8(x, A),
J o

(19) In the sense that the series is to be considered as divergent if some of the integrals in

(60) are divergent.
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and for n ^ 1

PM(t, x, A) + p(x) J*  P<">(«r, x, \)d<t

(64)

= p{x) f der fu(x, dEy)P^(cr, y, A).
J 0 *7 e

Combining (64) with (62) we get, for n—l,

(65) f p(y)P^(t, x, dEy) + p(x)L^(t, x) = p(x) [ L<-»(t, y)U(x, dEv).
Je Je

Now, for all points x z E — E+ (that is to say, if p(x) =0) we have L(n)(/, x) =0

for all n. Hence, using an inductive argument, it readily follows from (65)

and (32) that for x e E+ and any n — 0

(66) L™(t, x) - 1 - £ f —l-n<*>(x, rfjB,) f rt*)P<-»>(i, y, a\Ez).
k=oJ e+ p(y) J e+

Integrating (66) we get

zZ f  -4r£<"-"(<. y)n<*>(*. <*£„) = f' {i - I«(<r, *))<f<r = *,
*=o^b+ ^(y)

and since by (35) Lln)(t, y) j L(;, y), it follows that for x e E+

(67) JZ f   -TT^t, y)n<»(*, <*£,) ^
k.0J e+ p(y)

Suppose now that there is some point xQ and some t such that P(t, xa, E)

<1. By the corollary to Theorem 1 this implies that

(68) 1 > L(t, xo) = a > 0.

Denote, then, by   the set of all points x with

(69) L(t, x) = a.

Obviously fl= 12+, since p(x) =0 implies L(t, x) =0. Now by (65) we have

and consequently

L(t, x) ^ f L(t, y)U(x, dEs),
J e +

a = L(t, xo) S I   L(t, y)U(x0, dEv)^ aIl(xo, E - Q) + f L(t, y)n(x0, dEy),
J e+ Jo

= aUa\xo, E — Ü) + I   L(t, y)Ua\x0, dEy)
j Q
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so that by an inductive argument, using (56) we have

(70) a = at Ua\x0, J5 - 0) + f L(t, y)LTnn>(*o, dEy).

Here the sign of equality can hold only if IFq^jco, E— ß) =0 for k = 0, • • • , n.

Since L(t, y) = 1 we get from (70) using (57)

(71) a m «(l - n) + *,

where 77 is defined by

Tla\x0, ti) i 77.

Again, in (71) the sign of equality can hold only if Iljffao, E — ß)=0 for all k;
but by (57) we have in this case 77 = 1. Otherwise a < a( 1 — 77) + 77 so that cer-

tainly 77 >0. Thus ß=ß+ is a set with the property stated in the theorem.

However, by (67), (68) and (69) we get

«£ f -J-n<«(*o,      gff ~L(t, y)n<»(«* dE,)
*-o«7n p(y) *=o«7a #(y)

= E f   -TT£ft y)n<i>(*o, d£,) ̂  t,

which means that the series (61) is convergent. Thus the divergence of the

series implies a=0 or P(t, xa, E) = l.

(ii) Necessity. This part of the proof will mainly use the representation of

P(t, x, A) given in Theorem 1.

Suppose that condition (i) of the theorem does not hold, that is to say,

that there is a set ß= ß+ for which (59) holds for some fixed Xo £ ß and for

which

(72) E      —ÜB \x0, dEy) = «<<».
k-oJn p(y)

(72) implies in particular that all the integrals occurring converge. For this

fixed set ß and all points x £ ß we define, in analogy to (27), an additive func-

tion Pn(t, x, A) of sets A e 8 by the recurrence formula

Pa\t, x, A) = PW(t, x, A),

(73)

where

Pa\t, x, A) = f der f p(y)U*(t - a, y, AO,)Pa  %, x, dEy),
•7 0      *7 b

U*(t, x, A) = I exp {-#(y)}n(x, dEv).
J a
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Obviously

(74) 0 g P$\ x, A) = Pin\t, x, A),

and putting

(75) Wu\t, x, A) = Pin\t, x, A) - Pv\t, x, A)

it is readily seen that both W$(t, x, A) and P$(t, x, A) are non-negative

completely additive functions of sets A e £8. Furthermore

(76) P{t, x, A) = £ Pn\t, x, A) + £ wtf'ft *, A).

P(n)(t, x, A) can be interpreted as the compound probability that the state

X(t), starting the point x e fl at t = 0, will during the time i change by exactly

n jumps and in such a way that it remains contained in 0 during the whole

time and is contained in A at the moment t. Of course P$ (t, x, E — ß) = 0 for

xe ß.

Now (33) reads in our present notation

(77)

x, a) + r öv r ^(y)f(-+i>(<r1 x, <*£„)
«7 o A

= f da f p(y)U(y, A)P<">(<r, x, J£„).
J o      t7 e

It is easily seen that the same calculations lead, for Pß+1,(7, x, A), to the

analogous formula (supposing, of course, x e ß)

Pa"+1)(*, x, A) + f ' dV f p(y)Pn+1\a, x, dEy)

(78) J° Ji

= f       f P(yWv> AO)Pan>(<r, x, t7£„).
^ 0       «7 b

Subtracting (78) from (77), we get by (75)

Wt+1\t, x,A)+['daf p(y)Wan\a, x, dEy)
•7 o      «7 a

(79) = f da f p(y)U(y, A - AQ)Pß"V, x, dP„)
«7 o      «7 e

+ f da f p(y)U(y, A)Wa%, x, dEy).

Now for any x £ ß and any A
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/' '    (0) 1 f        1 (0)Po (er, x, A)der = —- 8(x, ao) = I    -— II0 (x, dEy),
o P(x) J a+ p(y)

and from (78) we get

f P(y) f Pq"+1V. *, dE,)da ̂ f p(y)Tl(y, ao) f Ps\<r, x, dEv)da,
•7 a       «7 o Je «7o

and thus by induction

(80) f p(y) f  Pa\<r, x, dEv)der = Ua\x, ao)
■7a      J o

or

(81) f  Pa"V. *. A)<7<r = f —!— nf^*, <7£„)
Jo J a+ p(y)

(the convergence of the right-hand member being guaranteed by (72)).

It follows from (81) and (72) that

E I    Pa (er, x0, tt)dcr = a,
n=o «7 o

and since P(n)(t7, x0, £ — fl) =0 we can also write

(82) Z I   -Po"V. *o, £)Ar S a.
n-0 «7 0

Next, we deduce a limitation for Wa\t, x0, E), Putting for nj^ 1

«» = f der f p(y)U(y, E - a)Pn~l\<r, *«, d£„)
«7 o     «7 e

we readily get by (80)

0 ^ a, ^ I n(y, £ - o)n<fi"_1>(a;o, dEy) = Jlan\x0, E - 0).

Hence, by (57) and (59),

00

£a»g 1 - « < 1.
n=l

By definition Wq'O, x0, P)=0. Hence we obtain from (79)

£ W%\t, *,,£)= £ a„ - f'da f    p(y)Wa\<r, x0, dEv) = 1 - a
n=0 n-1 «7 0 J e-a
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or

CO

(83) E Wa"\(, xo, E) < 1 - a.
n—0

Combining (83) with (82) we get finally, using (76),

f  P(<r, xQ> E)da $ a + (1 - a)i
J o

or, for / sufficiently large,

f  P(<r, xo, E)dcr < t.
J o

It follows that P(t, Xo, E)f^l which proves the necessity of our condition.

A few words may be added about the meaning of the conditions of Theo-

rem 7. Suppose that there is a set ß= ß+ such that Uq(xo, ß) >rj >0 for some

Xo £ ß, and such that (61) converges. Consider, then, a random point moving

at given moments in E by jumps according to the probability laws expressed

by the ordinary Markoff chain (55). It is obvious that, if the point remained

in ß during the first n steps, the probability of never leaving ß tends to 1.

Thus, for any e>0, there are points x £ ß for which UaHx, ß)>l— e. The

proof given for the sufficiency of our condition shows that also for all these

points the series (61) will converge. Thus, in the statement of the Theorem 7

a can be replaced by 1 — e.

Denote now, as before, by A„ the set of points x, with p(x) =a. The con-

vergence of (61) implies the convergence of

00

E n(n)(*. A«")

for any fixed a, and accordingly there is some sequence a„ T °o such that even

CO

Z n(n)(*, Aaß)

converges. This means, however, that there is a probability rj >0 for our mov-

ing point to be contained for all n after n steps in ß— ßA„, that is to say, in

a part of ß, where p{x) >ö„T «>. In other words, there is a positive probabil-

ity that our moving point will move, in the mean, towards points with in-

creasing p(x); and if it did so for the first n steps, the probability that it will

continue tends to unity as «—> oo. Thus, in terms of the ergodic properties of

the Markoff chain (55), the convergence of (61) is only possible if the point x

is contained in a dissipative part of E.

Now the same reasoning applies also to the change of the state X(t) under
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the influence of our stochastic process (cf. the interpretation of (55) on page

506). Roughly speaking, if P(t, x, E) <1, the difference 1 —P{t, x, E) can be

interpreted as the probability that the state X will, starting from the point x,

change during the time / by infinitely many jumps. The wth jump takes X

in the set ßn c ß and ßn—>0. It follows from Theorem 7 in particular that we

have P(t, x, E)= \ for any point x belonging to an ergodic part of E—that

is to say, if there is some bounded set A such that

1 N
lim — Zn(B)(». A) > 0.

TV „_i

7. Examples.

(i) Consider the case of an enumerable E, with the points Xo, %i, • • • ,

and of a temporally homogeneous process. Let the pi be any given positive

constants and

n« = I1 for k m i -f 1,

0 for k 9^ i + 1.

That is to say, from Xi only a transition to Xi+i is possible, and the probability

of such a transition during an interval of length At is piAt-\-o(At).

The differential equations (13) of the process take on the form

(84) P'ik(t) = ~ pkPik(t) + pk-iPi.u-^t)

so that

(85) Pik(t) = 0 for k < i,      Pa(t) = r-.W

and

= pk-i f exp{ -p{'-')} Pi,*-i(<r)öV for k > i.
«7 oo

In the case that pi5*pk for i^k, the explicit solution is for k>i

Pik(t) = (- l)*-*f>«t>*H • • • pk-i

" «— P.t

{py — Pi)(py — Pi+l) ■ ■ ■ (py — py-\){pv ~ py+l) ' • * (P, ~ Pn)

it can be verified by means of the Lagrange interpolation formula but is of

little use. The solution in the case in which pi9*pk for i^k is not necessarily

true, follows by the usual passage to the limit. We have

0 for k 7+ i + n

for k = i + n
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and thus, by Theorem 7, the necessary and sufficient condition for 5ZkP%k(t) = 1

is that52n-ol/Pi+n diverges(20). This can also be easily verified directly. Putting

(86) £*.*(*) = f pkPik{<r)dcr,
•7 o

it follows from (84) for k >i that

(87) Pik{t) + Liktf) = Li,k-i(t)

while Pa(t) -\-Lu(t) = 1 and thus £,*,<+„(*) J, £,,•(<) as «—>» . On the other hand

we have by (87)

i+n

£ P«(#) = 1 - £i,,+nW

or

(88) £ J»rt(#) = 1 - Lt't) & 1.

But by (86) and (88), Li(t) >0 would imply

(89) t> E f ' P,*(<r)<7cr =1 £«« £ —'
*-0 «7 0 k~i pk

that is to say, the convergence of E*l///>*+<• Conversely, by (89) the diver-

gence of E*l/p*+i implies that Lt(t) =0, or by (88) thatE*-P<*(0 "l.A simi-
lar argument can be applied even in the case that the pi depend on t.

The stochastic process just described plays an important role for different

applications. In the case that all piare equal, pi = p, it reduces to the classical

Poisson process

The general case was used by Lundberg [7] in the theory of invalidity in-

surance, and by Feller [4 ] to describe the growth of some biological popula-

tions. In both cases it is natural to assume that p—>« as i—* ». The same

stochastic process was also applied to describe radioactive processes, Xi stand-

ing for the "elementary probability" of its disintegration; but here, of course,

the space E contains only a finite number of points (or, what amounts to the

same, some pk = 0).

(ii) Finally we give an example which proves that the condition of the

corollary to Theorem 7 is not sufficient.

Let E consist of the points Xi, * = 0, +1, +2, +3, • • • . The process is

(20) The vanishing of any particular pn obviously implies that P«(/) =0 for any couple (i, k)

with i^n<k; and it is readily seen that ]FJ*P«(0 = 1 for any ig».
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again temporally homogeneous. For i<0 only the transition X(—*Xi-i is pos-

sible; for i^O both Xi—>Xi+i and Xi—*x~i-i are possible, the corresponding

probabilities being 1 — 7r<>0 and TTi>0. In other words we suppose that

1  if f < a, * - i' — 1,

1 - rt if i £ 0, * - * + 1,

it,' if   j ^ 0,   K =   — I — 1,

0 otherwise.

Let us now suppose that (i) the product U(l — 7r<) = «>0, (ii) />»= 1 for i:S0,

and (iii) Ei=i1/£« = ° converges. Then the condition of the corollary to Theo-

rem 7 is satisfied. For obviously we have if w>0, i^O,

IIi,-!<_n = TTi + (1 — X,)TTi+l + ■ • •  + (1  — 7T,)(1  — 7Ti+l) •••(!— TT,+n_i)7rt+n

and if i<0

n£L = i.
Hence

n      Ä    /'ft n n

diverges. But, taking for the set of all points %i with i^O, it is readily seen

that (59) holds for any x = Xi, i^Q, and nevertheless the series converges.
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